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Abstract: A coupled simulation of axial-azimuthal (Z-θ) and axial-radial (Z-R) two-dimensional models is proposed for a self-consistent simulation of the Hall thruster discharge. The Z-θ model simulates azimuthal plasma oscillations to obtain an anomalous electron transport property. The Z-R model simulates the thruster performance, ion wall fluxes, and effects of magnetic field geometry. To examine the validity of the model, the coupled Z-θ-Z-R simulation is applied to a thruster with anode layer (TAL) UT-58 and a stationary plasma thruster (SPT) SPT-100. The results of the Z-θ simulation show that azimuthal plasma oscillations exist and these oscillations enhance the cross-field electron transport, especially in the plume region. In the TAL case, the axial distribution of simulated plasma potential agrees with the emissive probe measurement data, indicating the validity of the simulated electron transport property. Concerning the SPT case, the effective electron mobility obtained from the simulation qualitatively agrees with the empirical distributions. In addition, the mesh convergence is confirmed in the anomalous electron mobility property and space potential distribution. The Z-R simulations successfully run with the anomalous electron mobility properties obtained in the Z-θ simulations, in both the TAL and SPT cases. The predicted discharge currents are close to the experimental results in both the TAL and SPT cases, which supports the validity of the simulated electron transport properties. The validity of the Z-θ-Z-R coupled simulation for the self-consistent Hall thruster discharge model is shown.

Nomenclature

\( B \) = magnetic flux density
\( j_e \) = electron current density
\( L_c \) = discharge channel length
\( n_e \) = electron number density
\( u_e \) = electron velocity
\( \alpha_E \) = energy loss coefficient
\( \nu \) = collision frequency
\( \Omega \) = electron Hall parameter

Subscripts

col = collision
ion = ionization

\( i_e \) = electron internal energy
\( k \) = reaction rate coefficient
\( M \) = magnetization tensor
\( T_e \) = electron temperature
\( \alpha_B \) = Bohm diffusion coefficient
\( \phi \) = space potential
\( \mu_e \) = electron mobility

\( \text{eff} \) = effective
\( \text{mom} \) = momentum exchange
I. Introduction

Numerical modeling technology of Hall thrusters has been advanced and the computer-aided-engineering (CAE) is used in the development process of Hall thrusters. In the design processes of recent stationary plasma thruster (SPT), numerical analyses are preceding the actual thruster manufacturing. On the other hand, Japanese universities conduct a collaborative project to develop a high-performance thruster with anode layer (TAL). The 5 kW-class RAJIN66 thruster developed in this project achieved a high performance that was competitive with the performances of SPT-type thrusters in the same power level. A high-fidelity numerical simulation is envisaged for TALs to develop further high-performance thrusters.

One of the remaining issues in the numerical simulation of Hall thruster is the self-consistent modeling of the cross-field electron transport. It is well known that the discharge current and plasma property distribution observed in experiments cannot be reproduced by numerical simulation if one assumes only the classical diffusion. In the axisymmetric modeling of Hall thrusters, a numerical solution of stable plasma discharge cannot be obtained with only the classical diffusion. Hence it has been necessary to add an ad-hoc function for the “anomalous” part in the cross-field electron mobility. For SPTs, there have been several works about the empirical expression for the anomalous electron transport. However, in TALs, there have been little experimental data about the anomalous electron transport characteristics, and an empirical model is not available. In fact, the issue of anomalous electron transport have been found in other plasma sources with E×B configurations such as HiPIMS and this issue entails a general scientific concern. The characteristics of anomalous electron transport must be included in the model by a self-consistent manner, to achieve high-fidelity numerical simulations for SPT, TAL, and other E×B plasma sources.

One hypothesis for the mechanism of anomalous electron transport is related to plasma oscillations in the azimuthal (E×B) direction. In brief, this mechanism requires the three properties to increase the electron flux toward the anode as follows: 1) azimuthal oscillation in plasma potential, 2) azimuthal oscillation in electron density, and 3) out-of-phase between the plasma potential and electron density. The property 1) is required to induce the $E_\theta \times B_\theta$ drift of electron motion in the axial direction. The properties 2) and 3) are required to increase the net electron flux toward the anode when the axial electron flux is integrated in azimuth. The oscillation types to account for the anomalous electron transport may be the low-frequency (∼tens of kHz) rotating spoke or the high-frequency (∼MHz) electron cyclotron drift oscillation. A lot of experiments, numerical simulations, and linear stability analyses have been conducted to investigate the characteristics of these oscillations. In both the rotating spoke and electron cyclotron drift oscillation, the aforementioned three properties have been observed in experiments and numerical simulations.

The calculation of azimuthal plasma oscillations would be the key to achieve the Hall thruster discharge simulation with a self-consistent electron transport model. A pioneering research for the self-consistent simulation of Hall thruster discharge was done by Hirakawa. A full particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation was performed in the R-θ plane, and a plasma fluctuation was found in the azimuthal direction. It was reported that the azimuthal electric field induced by the oscillation increased the cross-field electron mobility, and this effect was greater than the effect of secondary-electron emission from the wall surface. In addition, a Z-R full-PIC simulation was attempted by using the information of anomalous electron transport obtained by the R-θ simulation. Lopez Ortega et al. presented the results of self-consistent model in which the wave action equation was coupled with the Z-R multi-fluid model called the Hall2De. The evolution of the wave action was calculated based on the ion acoustic instability, and the anomalous collision frequency was evaluated from the wave action equation. It was reported the the potential distribution obtained in this simulation agreed well with the profile inferred from experimental measurements.

We present a coupled simulation of Z-θ and Z-R two-dimensional models for the self-consistent simulation of the Hall thruster discharge. The concept of the Z-θ-Z-R coupled simulation is shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of the Z-θ simulation is to analyze the azimuthal plasma oscillation and to obtain the property of anomalous electron transport. The information of oscillation-induced electron transport is obtained based on the Z-θ calculation result, and this information is used in the Z-R simulation to include the effects of anomalous electron transport. The Z-R simulation predicts the thruster performance and the effect of the 2D magnetic field geometry. In addition, the ion losses to the channel walls are calculated in the Z-R simulation, and this profile is then used in the Z-θ simulation to include the ion wall loss effects. By continuing the iteration of Z-θ and Z-R calculations until a quasi-steady state is reached, a self-consistent plasma flow simulation that considers both the oscillation-induced electron transport and ion wall losses is attained. We adopt a particle-fluid hybrid model for both the Z-θ and Z-R simulations.

In this study, the Z-θ-Z-R simulation is applied to the very different two cases: TAL UT-58 and SPT-100.
The results of plasma oscillation analyses and anomalous electron transport properties are presented for the two cases. The validity of the model is examined by comparing the simulation results with the experimental data.

II. Two-Dimensional Particle-Fluid Hybrid Model

II.A. Ion and Neutral Particles

The ion and neutral particle flows are calculated by the particle model. The motion of equation is solved for each macroparticle of ions and neutral particles. Ions are accelerated by the electric field, neglecting the effect of magnetic field. Neutral particle motions are the free movement.

Inter-particle collisions between heavy particles are neglected for simplicity. In addition, the present model handles only single ions generated by the electron-neutral collisional ionization process. The charge-exchange collision (CEX) process is also ignored. Electron-neutral momentum-exchange collision and ionization collision are calculated by assuming the Maxwellian distribution in the electron energy. The momentum-exchange collision frequency and ionization collision frequency are respectively written as follows:

\[
\nu_{\text{mom}} = n_n k_{\text{mom}}, \quad \nu_{\text{ion}} = n_n k_{\text{ion}}.
\]

\(k_{\text{mom}}\) and \(k_{\text{ion}}\) are the reaction rate coefficients, and empirical expressions of these coefficients in Ref. 11 are used in this study. When ions and neutral particles collide with the anode or channel wall, they are reflected diffusively after losing their charge.

The advancement of each particle is implemented by the leap-frog method, which is second-order time accurate. A linear function is used in the particle-to-cell and node-to-particle weighting processes. The time step interval is set as 2.0 ns in the Z-\(\theta\) simulation and 5.0 ns in the Z-R simulation. The number of macroparticles is adjusted to make each cell contains \(\sim 200\) macro particles on average, and usually several hundred millions of macro particles flow in the calculation region.

II.B. Electron Mass and Momentum

Two-dimensional conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy are considered for the electron fluid in quasi-neutral plasmas. In the mass conservation equation, the electron number density is treated as a time-constant distribution by assuming the quasi-neutrality in the electron’s time scale. Thus, the mass conservation equation is regarded as the equation of continuity as follows:

\[
\nabla \cdot (n_e \vec{u}_e) = n_e \nu_{\text{ion}}.
\]

Conservation of the electron momentum is derived by assuming inertialess electrons, as follows:

\[
-n_e \nabla \phi + \nabla (n_e T_e) = -n_e \nu_{\text{col}} [M] \vec{u}_e.
\]

Here \([M]\) is named the magnetization tensor, and the expression for this tensor is discussed in the next section.

In conventional approaches, Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) are integrated into an elliptic equation to solve for the space potential. It has been reported that there is a numerical instability in the potential solver for the
axial-azimuthal coordinate. It is known that the potential solver becomes an anisotropic diffusion problem if the electrons are strongly magnetized. It is difficult to maintain a stability while computing this equation because the cross-diffusion terms cause failure of the diagonal dominance of the coefficient matrix.

Alternatively, the hyperbolic-equation system approach using pseudo-time advancement terms is considered. This approach has been developed for robust computation of magnetized electron fluids. The processes for deriving the hyperbolic system were presented elsewhere. A second-order upwind method using the total variation diminishing monotonic upwind scheme for conservation laws (TVD-MUSCL) technique with the minmod limiter function, is used for the space discretization. In the sub-loop for the electron mass and momentum equations, the calculation must be continued until a steady-state is reached, since the electron mass and momentum equations are regarded as time-independent equations. In the hyperbolic system approach, a preconditioning technique is designed to avoid the numerical stiffness and to accelerate the convergence. Time integration is implemented by using an efficient multidimensional implicit method based on the alternating-direction-implicit symmetric Gauss-Seidel (ADI-SGS) method.

II.C. Electron Energy

In the electron energy conservation equation, the kinetic energy part is neglected, and the conservation of electron internal energy is considered. The conservation equation for the internal energy is written as follows:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( \frac{3}{2} e n_e T_e \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{5}{2} e n_e T_e \bar{u}_e - \frac{5}{2} e n_e T_e [\mu] \nabla T_e \right) = e n_e \bar{u}_e \cdot \nabla \phi - \alpha_E e \varepsilon_{ion} n_e \nu_{ion}. \quad (4)$$

$\alpha_E$ is the coefficient to handle the energy losses of ionization, excitation, and radiation with single term. This coefficient is experimentally determined as a function of electron temperature.

In the Z-\(\theta\) simulations, the electron energy equation is calculated only in the axial direction, and electron temperature is assumed to be symmetric in the azimuthal direction. Two-dimensional plasma properties such as the ion density and neutral density are averaged in the azimuthal direction to produce axial distributions. These axial distributions are used in the calculation of the axial 1D electron energy conservation equation. On the other hand, in the Z-R simulations, the energy conservation equation is calculated in 2D, with the 2D tensor of the heat conductivity. In the calculation of Eq. (4), the time integration is implemented by using a first-order fully implicit method incorporated with the direct matrix inversion method. The electron energy equation is handled as time-dependent, and the time step is typically set as 1.0 \(\times\) 10\(^{-10}\) s in the Z-\(\theta\) simulation and 5.0 \(\times\) 10\(^{-10}\) s in the Z-R simulation.

II.D. Electron Mobility

In the electron fluid model, the effect of magnetic confinement is expressed by the electron mobility tensor \([\mu]\). The electron mobility tensors for the Z-\(\theta\) and Z-R coordinates are respectively expressed as follows:

$$[\mu]_{z-\theta} = \frac{\mu_e}{1 + \Omega^2} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & \Omega \\ -\Omega & 1 \end{bmatrix}.$$  \quad (5)

$$[\mu]_{z-r} = \frac{\mu_e}{1 + \Omega^2} \begin{bmatrix} 1 + \Omega_z^2 & \Omega_z \Omega_r \\ \Omega_z \Omega_r & 1 + \Omega_r^2 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (6)$$

$\mu_e$ is the mobility of unmagnetized electrons written as $\mu_e = e/m_e v_{col}$, and $\Omega$ is the electron Hall parameter defined as $\Omega = \mu_e B_z$. The electron Hall parameters for the \(z\)- and \(r\)-directions are defined as $\Omega_z = \mu_e B_z$ and $\Omega_r = \mu_e B_r$. The original definition of the Hall parameter is the ratio of gyrofrequency to collision frequency, and the Hall parameter does not have the directionality. Here $\Omega_z$ and $\Omega_r$ are used for the convenience of formulation. The magnetization tensor $[M]$ in Eq. (3) has a relation with the electron mobility as $[M] = \mu_e [\mu]^{-1}$.

In the Z-\(\theta\) simulation, only the classical diffusion is used for the cross-field electron transport. Thus, the collision frequency in the electron mobility is assumed to be the same as the electron-neutral momentum-exchange collision frequency:

$$\nu_{col,z-\theta} = \nu_{mom}. \quad (7)$$
On the other hand, the anomalous electron transport must be assumed in the Z-R simulation. Referring to the previous numerical models, the Bohm diffusion model is used for the anomalous electron transport. The collision frequency for the Z-R simulation is modeled as follows:

\[ \nu_{\text{col}, z-r} = \nu_{\text{mom}} + \nu_B = \nu_{\text{mom}} + \frac{\alpha_B}{16} \cdot \frac{eB}{m_e}, \] (8)

where \( \alpha_B \) is the Bohm diffusion coefficient. There have been several researches on the empirical expression for \( \alpha_B \). A common method is to vary the coefficient as a function of axial position. Detailed analyses comparing simulations and experiments have revealed that \( \alpha_B \) typically has a small value of \( \sim 0.1 \) inside the discharge channel and relatively large value of \( \sim 1.0 \) in the plume region, in the cases of SPT-type thrusters. For TAL-type thrusters, there have been few researches about the expression of the anomalous electron transport. In this study, the anomalous electron transport property is evaluated by the Z-\( \theta \) simulation, and the distribution of \( \alpha_B \) is obtained. The obtained \( \alpha_B \) is then used in the Z-R simulation.

### III. Case TAL, Z-\( \theta \) Simulation

#### III.A. Calculation Condition

In this case, a TAL-type thruster UT-58 is assumed as the calculation target. The detail of the thruster design and performance can be found in Ref. 21. The parameters of thruster operation condition is presented in Table 1. Relatively low discharge voltage and mass flow rate are assumed in this simulation. This is because the thruster operation was stable in the experiment with this condition, and a fair comparison between the time-averaged quantities in the simulation and experiment is possible.

Figure 2 shows the calculation region, boundary condition, and axial distribution of magnetic flux density. The hollow anode is often used in TALs to stabilize the discharge, and it is known that some discharge plasmas exist inside the hollow anode. Hence the calculation region is taken to cover both the inside of hollow anode and plume region, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Here \( x = 0 \) mm is defined by the hollow anode tip.

In the present simulation a full cylinder of the channel centerline is taken for the Z-\( \theta \) simulation. The cylinder is unwrapped to make a x-y two-dimension plane for the calculation domain, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The neutral particles of propellant gas are introduced into the calculation domain from the anode boundary. At the anode boundary, a Dirichlet condition of the discharge voltage is directly imposed. Here the effect of the anode sheath is ignored because the purpose of this model is to simulate the plasma oscillation in the bulk plasma. The potential at the cathode boundary is assumed based on experimental results. Periodic boundary condition is applied at the top and bottom boundaries in both the particle and electron fluid models. A grid of \( 48 \times 96 \) is used as the nominal case in the present analysis.

A measurement of radial magnetic flux density was performed in the region of \(-5 \text{ mm} < x < 30 \text{ mm} \). The magnetic field distribution is assumed based on this measurement data. Further, the magnetic field is assumed to be symmetric in the y-direction.

#### III.B. Plasma Property Distribution

The plasma property distributions obtained from the Z-\( \theta \) simulation are shown in Fig. 3. The main ionization region exists at around the hollow anode and channel exit, where the neutral particle density steeply decreases. The neutral particle density is almost uniform in the azimuthal direction. If a rotating spoke

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow rate</td>
<td>2.04 mg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge voltage</td>
<td>150 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel centerline diameter</td>
<td>58 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel width</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode temperature</td>
<td>650 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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appears, an azimuthal inhomogeneity appears in the neutral particle density. Thus, azimuthally uniform \( n_n \) in the present simulation result indicates that there is no rotating spoke. The peak of ion number density is at around the hollow anode tip, and some fraction of ions are included inside the hollow anode. The space potential is close to the anode voltage inside the hollow anode. The main acceleration region exists just downstream of the discharge channel exit.

Azimuthal fluctuations are observed in the ion number density and space potential distributions, especially in the plume region around \( x = 10 \text{ mm} \). A fast Fourier transform analysis indicates that the wavelength of this oscillation is 7.6 mm. A steady propagation of coherent structure is hardly observed in the present simulation results, and hence the propagation velocity and frequency are unclear. The azimuthal oscillation amplitude in the space potential at \( x = 10 \text{ mm} \) is \( \sim 2 \text{ V} \), which results in the azimuthal electric field up to \( 10^3 \text{ V/m} \). Owing to the \( E \times B \) effect, the axial electron velocity also shows oscillatory distribution.

The observed wavelength is large compared with the typical wavelength of electron drift instability. Since the hybrid model is capable of simulating the gradient drift instabilities, it is inferred that the azimuthal oscillation shown in this study is one of the gradient drift instabilities. A comparison between the numerical simulation and linear stability analysis based on the drift instabilities may be useful in detecting the type of the azimuthal oscillation. This is one of the themes of subsequent works.
III.C. Effective Electron Mobility Analysis

The influence of the azimuthal plasma oscillation on the axial electron current and cross-field electron mobility is investigated. Since both the \( n_e \) and \( \phi \) are fluctuating, the net electron current in the axial direction can be affected by the oscillation, if there exists an out-of-phase between \( n_e \) and \( \phi \). In the Z-\( \theta \) simulation, the electron current density in the x-direction is written as the summation of the diffusion and drift currents, as follows:

\[
\mathbf{j}_{e,x} = j_{e,x,\text{diffusion}} + j_{e,x,\text{drift}} = -\frac{1}{1 + \Omega^2} e\mu_e \left( n_e \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (n_e T_e) \right) - \frac{\Omega}{1 + \Omega^2} e\mu_e \left( n_e \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (n_e T_e) \right)
\]  

(9)

Note that x- and y-directions correspond to axial and azimuthal directions, respectively. Here the \( j_{e,x,\text{diffusion}} \) and \( j_{e,x,\text{drift}} \) are defined by the x-electron current densities induced by the x-gradients and y-gradients, respectively.

The effects of the diffusion and drift terms on the total electron current are analyzed. The axial distributions of azimuthally averaged quantities \( \langle j_{e,x} \rangle \), \( \langle j_{e,x,\text{diffusion}} \rangle \), and \( \langle j_{e,x,\text{drift}} \rangle \) are plotted in Fig. 4. If one looks at the \( j_{e,x} \), the value on the right-hand side boundary corresponds to the electron current flowing into the discharge channel from the cathode. The electrons flow toward the anode with conserving the electron current in the plume region. At the region around the channel exit, the \( j_{e,x} \) increases owing to the ionization. The \( j_{e,x} \) on the left-hand side boundary corresponds to the discharge current. \( j_{e,x,\text{diffusion}} \) is close to the \( j_{e,x} \) inside the channel, which means that the diffusion effect is predominant in the discharge channel. On the other hand, \( j_{e,x,\text{diffusion}} \) is much less than \( j_{e,x} \) in the plume region. This is because the neutral number density becomes small in the plume region, and the classical diffusion cannot carry the electron current. The \( j_{e,x,\text{drift}} \) starts increasing just downstream of the channel exit, and it becomes close to the \( j_{e,x} \) in the plume region. The location of \( j_{e,x,\text{drift}} \) increase corresponds to the region where the azimuthal plasma oscillation starts. It is found that the azimuthal plasma oscillation induces the electron drift current, and the drift effect enhances the cross-field electron transport, especially in the plume region.

The main purpose of the Z-\( \theta \) simulation is to obtain the anomalous electron mobility property. As well as the preceding researches, the effective electron mobility is used for the analysis. The effective electron mobility \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) is defined as follows:

\[
\langle j_{e,x} \rangle = -e\mu_{\text{eff}} \left( n_e \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (n_e T_e) \right)
\]  

(10)

If one attributes the diffusion and drift electron currents to only the x-(axial) gradients, the \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) appears. The effective electron mobility calculated for the present simulation is plotted in Fig. 5, and compared with the electron mobility of the classical diffusion. Inside the hollow anode, the effective electron mobility was close to the classical mobility. On the other hand, the electron transport was enhanced in the plume region, and the effective electron mobility was greater than the classical mobility by one two orders of magnitude. It is concluded that the plasma oscillation increases the cross-field electron mobility, by one to two orders of magnitude.

In the Z-R axisymmetric simulations for Hall thrusters, the anomalous electron transport property is often modeled by assuming the Bohm diffusion, as written in Eq. (8). The Bohm diffusion coefficient \( \alpha_B \) is an arbitrary coefficient. Here the axial distribution of \( \alpha_B \) is assumed as follows:

\[
\alpha_B = (\alpha_p - \alpha_0) \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{x - x_p}{L_c} \right) \right) + \alpha_0
\]  

(11)

where the parameters are set as

\[
\alpha_0 = 1.0, \quad \alpha_p = 0.1, \quad x_p = 6.5 \text{ mm}, \quad \sigma = 0.08.
\]  

(12)

This function gives \( \alpha_B = 1.0 \) in the plume region of \( x > 10 \) mm, and \( \alpha_B = 0.1 \) inside the channel. The electron mobility corresponding to the Bohm diffusion model is also plotted in Fig. 5. In the plume region, the effective electron mobility obtained from the simulation is close to the so-called Bohm diffusion of \( \mu_{\text{eff}} = 1/16B \). The physical background for this agreement is being investigated. The azimuthal oscillation amplitude is related to the axial electron transport. Thus, it is inferred that the oscillation growth is saturated when the axial electron transport becomes similar to the Bohm diffusion.
III.D. Validation of Simulation Results

The validity of the Z-θ simulation results is checked by comparing the simulated space potential distribution with experiment and confirming the mesh convergence. The influence of the effective electron mobility is directly reflected to the space potential distribution. Hence the space potential distributions are compared between the simulation and experiment to validate the effective electron mobility property obtained in the Z-θ simulation. As the experimental data, the plasma potential distribution on the channel centerline was measured by an emissive probe. 26 A spatially continuous data was obtained by applying the floating potential method in the emissive probe.

The comparison of plasma potential distributions on the channel centerline is presented in Fig. 6. Note that the plasma potential is given at both the left- and right-hand side boundaries in the simulation. Overall, a good agreement is observed between the simulation and experiment. Inside the hollow anode, the plasma potential is almost flat and close to the anode potential. The potential gradient between the anode tip and channel exit is moderate, and about 90% of the discharge voltage is maintained at the channel exit. The calculation target, UT-58, is a TAL with a short discharge channel length and channel wall at cathode.
potential. However, the so-called “anode layer” is not formed. This is because the magnetic field is designed to generate the plasma lens effect and to reduce the plasma-wall interaction. An electrostatic sheath of large potential drop is formed in front of the guard ring (channel wall). Owing to this strong sheath, the plasma potential is maintained high in the vicinity of the channel exit. The main acceleration region exists just downstream of the channel exit, and a close match is observed between the simulation and experiment about the location of the acceleration region. Based on the agreement in the plasma potential distributions, it is concluded that the electron transport property obtained from the Z-θ simulation is valid.

Since the effect of electron transport enhancement is caused by the azimuthal plasma oscillation in the Z-θ simulation, the mesh should be fine enough to obtain accurate anomalous electron transport property. The azimuthal grid resolution is concerned for the anomalous electron mobility analysis. Here, the mesh convergence of the effective electron mobility and space potential distribution have been checked by varying the mesh as 48×60, 48×72, 48×96, and 48×128. The results of different grid systems are presented in Fig. 7. The effective electron mobility inside the channel is almost unchanged when the grid system is varied. This fact means that the neutral particle density is not affected by the grid resolution, because the electron transport inside the channel is mainly governed by the classical diffusion.

On the other hand, the effective electron mobility in the plume region increases when the number of azimuthal grid points increases. The effect of electron transport enhancement owing to azimuthal plasma oscillation becomes more significant in the fine grid systems. If one looks at the value at x = 7 mm, the difference between the electron mobilities of 48×96 and 48×120 cases is small. Hence, it is concluded that a mesh convergence is attained in the effective electron mobility with the 48×96 grid.

The results of space potential also indicate that the 48×96 grid yields a converged result. In the result of 48×60, the potential drop in the main acceleration region is less steeper than the experimental result. When the number of grid points is increased, the potential drop becomes steeper, and the results of 48×96 and 48×120 cases are very similar to each other. The results of these two cases are close to the experimental result. It is shown that the grid is fine enough to estimate the anomalous electron property accurately.
IV. Case TAL, Z-R Simulation

IV.A. Calculation Condition

The calculation domain and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 8. In this research, only the region of quasineutral plasma is included in the calculation domain. The sheath region in front of the guard rings are not handled. A rectangular region with the radial length of the hollow anode width is used as the calculation domain. The axial length is set to include both the hollow anode and plume regions. The neutral particles are injected into the calculation domain from the left-hand side boundary. The anode potential is set on the boundaries of the hollow anode walls. On the top and bottom boundaries of free space, the neutral atoms and ions flow out, whereas $j_e = 0$ is assumed for the electron fluid calculation. On the right-hand side boundary $\phi = 40$ V is assumed based on the experimental data. In this simulation the effect of anomalous electron transport property is considered by using the Bohm diffusion model, where the Bohm diffusion coefficient is given by Eq. (11).

IV.B. Z-R Simulation Results

The Z-R simulation successfully ran for a long time exceeding 1 ms, with the anomalous electron mobility property obtained from the Z-$\theta$ simulation. Time histories of thrust and discharge current are shown in Fig. 9. A breathing-mode oscillation with a frequency on the order of 10 kHz is observed. An oscillation with a higher frequency on the order of 100 kHz is also observed, and this oscillation is considered to be the ion-transit oscillation.

The time-averaged thrust and discharge current are compared with the experimental results in Table 2. The thrust is underestimated in the simulation. The reason for this underestimation is supposed to be the inaccurate ion acceleration calculation in the plume region, because of the narrow calculation region in the radial direction. On the other hand, the simulated discharge current is close to the measurement result. Since the discharge current is closely related to the cross-field electron transport, this agreement supports the validity of the anomalous electron transport property obtained in the Z-$\theta$ simulation.

The plasma property distributions obtained by the Z-R simulation are shown in Fig. 10. Both the electron density and ionization rate peaks exist around the channel exit. In the UT58, owing to the short discharge channel length and tailored magnetic field, the main ionization region is moved to downstream, compared with typical SPT-type thrusters. The peak of electron temperature is about 26 eV, which is relatively high considering the discharge voltage of 150 V. The high electron temperature is associated with the TAL characteristics of the metallic channel wall at the cathode potential. Because the heat flux flowing into the channel walls is small in TALs, the electron temperature becomes high.
Figure 8. Calculation condition for the Z-R simulation (TAL case). $\phi_a$ and $\phi_c$ are 150 V and 40 V respectively, in this study.

Figure 9. Time histories of thrust and discharge current calculated in the Z-R simulation.

Table 2. Comparison of thrust and discharge current between the Z-R simulation and experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thrust</td>
<td>10.4 mN</td>
<td>14.9 mN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge current</td>
<td>1.63 A</td>
<td>1.59 ± 0.09 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Plasma property distributions obtained from the Z-R simulation for the TAL case; (a) ion number density, (b) ionization rate, (c) space potential, and (d) electron temperature.
V. Case SPT: Z-θ Simulation

V.A. Calculation Condition

The SPT-100 thruster is regarded as a benchmark in the Hall thruster community, and several experiments and numerical simulations have been performed for this thruster. The anomalous electron property has also been investigated, and the nominal thruster performance is known. The applicability of the coupled Z-θ-Z-R simulation is examined by simulating this thruster and validating the simulation results. The parameters for the thruster operation is assumed as Table 3, referring the experimental studies of SPT-100. The magnetic field distribution is assumed by the following equation based on the figures in Ref. 27.

\[
B(x) = B_p \exp \left(-\frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \left(\frac{x}{L_c} - 1\right)^2\right),
\]

where the parameters are assumed as follows:

\[
B_p = 18 \text{ mT}, \quad \sigma = 0.35 \ (x \leq L_c), \quad \sigma = 0.70 \ (x > L_c).
\]

The appearance of calculation domain for the Z-θ simulation is the same as the one in Fig. 2(b). The azimuthal length of calculation domain corresponds to the full cylinder of channel centerline. The axial length of calculation domain is set as 60 mm where the discharge channel exit is at \(x = 23\) mm. The space potential at the anode boundary and cathode boundary are set to 300 V and 0 V, respectively. In this simulation, a rectangular uniform grid of 48×96 points is used.

V.B. Plasma Property Distribution

The plasma property distribution in the Z-θ plane obtained for the SPT case is shown in Fig. 11. As well as the results for the TAL case, azimuthal oscillations are observed in both the electron number density and space potential distributions. The induced azimuthal electric field (\(E_y\)) can reach 10^3 V/m, which significantly affects the axial motion of electron fluid. The effect of the plasma oscillation also appears in the azimuthal electron velocity distribution (\(u_e,y\)). The main acceleration region is around the channel exit. A large \(u_e,y\) is induced in the acceleration region owing to the \(E\times B\) effect in the azimuthal direction.

The wavelength of the azimuthal oscillation observed in the present simulation is \(\sim 16\) mm. This wavelength is large compared with the wavelength of electron cyclotron drift instability observed in the full PIC simulation. In the present study the full cylinder of the channel centerline is taken as the calculation domain and the microscopic plasma oscillations are not directly simulated. It is inferred that both the wavelength and amplitude in the potential fluctuation are large in the present simulation results, and the azimuthal electric field can be large enough to affect the cross-field electron transport.

V.C. Effective Electron Mobility Analysis

The effective electron mobility is evaluated by the method described in Sec. III.C. The effective electron mobility for the SPT case is shown in Fig. 12(a) in comparison with the electron mobility based on the classical diffusion. The cross-field electron transport is greatly enhanced from the classical electron mobility, especially around the channel exit and in the plume region. The effective electron mobility is greater than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass flow rate</td>
<td>5.0 mg/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge voltage</td>
<td>300 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer channel diameter</td>
<td>100 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner channel diameter</td>
<td>70 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anode temperature</td>
<td>850 K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the classical electron mobility by one or two order of magnitude. As well as the TAL case, the electron transport enhancement is caused by the azimuthal plasma oscillation.

In many numerical models, the effective collision frequency is used in reflecting the anomalous electron transport to the model. The effective collision frequency is calculated from the effective electron mobility as follows:

$$\nu_{\text{eff}} = \frac{e}{m_e} \mu_{\text{eff}} B^2. \quad (15)$$

The axial distribution of the effective collision frequency is shown in Fig. 12(b). The effective collision frequency is also greater than the electron-neutral scattering collision frequency. The effect of classical diffusion is small in the plume region owing to the very sparse neutral atom density. The present simulation clearly shows that the electron transport by the plasma oscillation mainly carries the electron current in the plume region.
V.D. Approximation by the Bohm Diffusion Model

The anomalous electron transport property obtained by the Z-$\theta$ simulation is utilized in the Z-R simulation through the Bohm diffusion model. The Bohm diffusion model is defined by the arbitrary Bohm diffusion coefficient $\alpha_B$ as written in Eq. (8). Here, the axial distribution of $\alpha_B$ is approximated by a Gaussian equation as follows:

$$\alpha_B = (\alpha_p - \alpha_0) \exp \left( - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} \left( \frac{x}{x_p} - 1 \right)^2 \right) + \alpha_0,$$

(16)

where the parameters are set as

$$\alpha_0 = 0.7, \quad \alpha_p = 0.022, \quad x_p = 20 \text{ mm}, \quad \sigma = 0.43 \ (x \leq x_p), \quad \sigma = 0.55 \ (x > x_p).$$

(17)

Figure 13 compares the simulated anomalous collision frequency and the Bohm diffusion model. The Bohm diffusion model well approximates the anomalous collision frequency. This Bohm diffusion model is used for the Z-R simulation.

V.E. Validation of Simulation Results

Empirical distributions of the effective electron mobility have been obtained for the SPT-type thrusters in preceding studies. To validate the simulated electron transport property, the effective electron mobility is compared between the present Z-$\theta$ simulation and the empirical distributions. Here the effective electron mobility data of the PPS-1350 and UM/AFRL P5 thrusters are taken from Refs. 30 and 5, respectively. Note that only a qualitative discussion is possible with this comparison, since the experimental data from different thrusters are used.

Figure 14 shows the results of the comparison. The horizontal axis corresponds to the axial position normalized by the channel length. The simulation result and the empirical data show similar trend as follows: 1) $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is $10^1$ to $10^2$ m$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ in the vicinity of the anode, 2) $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ has a minimum value of $\sim 10^{-1}$ m$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ at around the channel exit, and 3) $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is increased again to $10^6$ to $10^7$ m$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ in the plume region. The “V-shaped” distribution of simulated $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ around the channel exit resembles the empirical data. Therefore, the anomalous electron transport property obtained in the Z-$\theta$ simulation qualitatively agrees with the empirical data, which increases the validity of the model.
VI. Case SPT: Z-R Simulation

VI.A. Calculation Condition

A Z-R axisymmetric simulation is performed by using the anomalous electron transport property obtained by the Z-θ simulation. The Bohm diffusion coefficient defined in Eq. (16) is used in calculating the effective collision frequency in Eq. (8). The present hybrid model has been applied to the Z-R simulation of SPT-type thruster in the previous studies, and the detail of the model can be found in the references. The calculation domain and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 15. The calculation domain is rectangular with the size of 50 mm × 15 mm. Practical numerical simulations of Hall thrusters generally have wider calculation region in the plume for accurate thruster performance prediction. In this study, the main purpose of the Z-R simulation is to check the feasibility of simulation with the simulated anomalous electron property, and hence the simple rectangular region is taken for the simulation. Neutral particles of xenon corresponding to the mass flow rate are introduced into the calculation domain from the anode boundary of 40 mm < R < 45 mm. The initial velocities of incident and reflected neutral particles are determined by the Maxwellian distribution and cosine law based on the channel wall temperature. A uniform rectangular grid of 70 × 42 is applied in this study. The magnetic field geometry is assumed based on the figures in Ref. 27.

VI.B. Z-R Simulation Results

The Z-R simulation for the SPT case successfully ran as well as the TAL case. Time histories of the discharge current are presented in Fig. 16. The discharge is stable and the amplitude of the ionization oscillation is not
significant. The thruster performance predicted by the Z-R simulation is compared with the experimental results in Table 4. The simulated thruster performance agrees well with the experiment with the differences less than 10%. The agreement in the discharge current supports the validity of the anomalous electron transport property obtained in the Z-θ simulation.

Time-averaged plasma property distributions are shown in Fig. 17. The obtained profile are similar to the simulation results in preceding researches that used empirical electron transport models. Especially the peak electron number density is $1.8 \times 10^{18} \text{ m}^{-3}$ in this simulation, and this value quantitatively agrees with the values in the preceding simulations. In addition to the TAL case, the Z-θ-Z-R simulation yields reasonable results for the SPT-100 case. It is demonstrated that the Z-θ-Z-R simulation can be one approach to the self-consistent Hall thruster discharge model.

### VII. Conclusion

The coupled simulation of Z-θ and Z-R 2D hybrid models is proposed for the Hall thruster discharge modeling with a self-consistent electron transport model. Z-θ calculation simulates the azimuthal plasma oscillation to obtain the anomalous electron transport property. The obtained property is then used in the Z-R simulation. The purpose of the Z-R calculation is to simulate the thruster performance and magnetic field geometry effects. The feedback from the Z-R simulation to the Z-θ simulation is the ion wall flux distribution. The coupled Z-θ-Z-R simulation is applied to the TAL UT-58 and SPT-100 thrusters, to examine the applicability and validity of the model.

In the results of Z-θ simulation for the TAL case, azimuthal oscillations were observed in the ion number density and plasma potential distributions. Azimuthal electric field was induced especially at just downstream of the acceleration region. The cross-field electron transport was enhanced by the azimuthal plasma oscillation, especially in the plume region. In the plume region, the drift effect caused by the azimuthal gradients was predominant in the axial electron transport. Axial distribution of the effective electron mobility was evaluated and it was shown that the effective electron mobility was greater than the classical mobility by one to two orders of magnitude. Axial distribution of the simulated space potential showed a good agreement with the emissive prove measurement result. In addition, the mesh convergence was achieved when the number of azimuthal grid points was changed. These facts validate the anomalous electron transport property obtained by the Z-θ simulation.
The Z-R simulation was performed by using the Bohm diffusion model that approximated the effective electron mobility in the Z-θ simulation results. The simulation successfully ran for a long time and a breathing-mode oscillation was observed in the results. The simulated discharge current was close to the measured value, which increased the confidence on the simulated property of the anomalous electron transport.

The Z-θ-Z-R simulation yielded reasonable simulation results for the SPT-100 case in addition to the TAL case. An azimuthal plasma oscillation was observed in the Z-θ simulation, and the cross-field electron transport was enhanced by the oscillation, around the channel exit and in the plume region. The anomalous collision frequency was well approximated by the Bohm diffusion model. The characteristics of effective electron mobility obtained from the simulation qualitatively agreed with the empirical distributions. The Z-R simulation for the SPT case also successfully ran with the Bohm diffusion model obtained by the Z-θ simulation. A quasi-steady state was achieved with a moderate breathing-mode oscillation. The thruster performance predicted by the Z-R simulation showed a good agreement with the experimental results. The Z-θ-Z-R simulation also showed its validity in the SPT case, in addition to the TAL case. It is demonstrated that the Z-θ-Z-R simulation can be one approach to the self-consistent Hall thruster discharge model.
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